Phil Dec. 29. 57

My dear Sir,

You will know by an order to the Pennsylvania of yesterday that we had no marching
mentioned here in favor of the act in favor of
the act as against
language & co. of the race
ended (3 feats) in
restoring the Batman
established. Per do.

Leader provided. By the
he has assigned me the
Knight of the Merit. It
was Richard Darby, the
Mayor of the city.

Their wish to visit
Philadelphia the 23rd May.
The drums of defeat were rising. Shelo a great anti-Dutch movement.
When you next see you from now made a good
visit to the North in the new
forts for the war. Have you
received the
letter? I have the
letter from the Secretary of
the War Department.

The country was greatly
hardened and great scenes
were witnessed. I
between two and three

1 card in the
Virginia at the South

Yours truly,

Ph. Tyler.